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Abstract: The transfer of knowledge from one product to another product has been a highly demanded technique

in industrial domains, since it does not need a large training dataset which is often costly available. However, this technique

performance may not be always satisfying, due to several issues such as target dataset size or large difference between the

source and target datasets. In this paper, we perform transfer learning for segmentation of CNC machine inserts to detect

defective inserts using a pre-trained segmentation network. DeepLabv3 framework is adopted for the segmentation task

with a modified loss function to speed up its training. A transfer learning strategy with pre-trained model backbone fixed

and classifier fine-tuned is applied and the transfer learning performance is investigated on how it relates to the properties

such as dataset size. A similarity measure between datasets is proposed to determine which source dataset is the most

appropriate for transfer learning on a target dataset.

Keywords: defect detection, deep learning, automated surface inspection, CNC machine insert, defect detection, semantic

segmentation, transfer learning

1. Introduction

Transfer learning is a popular approach in deep learning [1] in recent years because it makes it costly and efficient for

implementing deep learning models with limited dataset. In the transfer learning method, a pre-trained model is used as a

baseline to be transferred to a new dataset. New dataset, which is limited and different, yet similar, is to be trained on the

basis of the pre-trained model. This is significant for execution in industrial practices as it reduces much cost consumption

of labour and resources in data collection and computation background from manufacturing employees. Therefore, effective

and efficient methods are needed for training the new model when adapting to a new dataset. The method of transfer

learning is the one that can be applied, using much less newly-collected data for modelling while remaining accuracy.

Transfer learning approach has been extensively applied to manufacturing field. For classification task, it is used in [2]

for defect classification of laser welding in battery manufacturing and in [3] for product defect detection in semiconductor

manufacturing. Refs. [4, 5] use transfer learning for segmentation task, where [4] is about the detection of metal casting

defects with X-ray images as inputs, and [5] reports the application of transfer learning strategies to detect defective

PCBs. In terms of semantic segmentation, in [6], transfer learning is performed with a pre-trained fully convolutional
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network for segmentation of slums using satellite images with different characteristics, and in [7], the authors have explored

transfer learning for semantic segmentation of off-road driving environments, where a pre-trained segmentation network is

transferred to a light-weight network and fine-tuned.

In this paper, transfer learning is implemented with three datasets from three different products of CNC machine

inserts. The aim is to study the segmentation performance when transferring the pre-trained model trained on one dataset

to another dataset. On the other hand, for transfer learning implementation, how to choose appropriate source dataset is

currently still an open question [8]. Thereby, we also propose a method to evaluate dataset similarity, and investigate how

to use the similarity to select source data to achieve best transfer learning performance.

For the study reported in this paper, we choose DeepLab [9, 10] for segmentation task, a publicly available framework,

as it is advantageous in speed, accuracy and simplicity [11, 12]. The DeepLab system is composed of a cascade of two

well-established modules: DCNN (deep convolutional neural network) such as VGG16 and ResNets [13], and fully

connected CRF (conditional random field). This eases the implementation of transfer learning strategies.

The study therefore includes three portions:

1. Develop transfer learning approach for segmentation task to detect defects in CNC machine inserts. DeepLabv3

[10] framework is adopted with a modified loss function.

2. Investigate how the transfer learning performance relates to the properties such as dataset size.

3. Investigate whether the proposed dataset similarity measure can be used to determine which source dataset is the

most appropriate for transfer learning on a target dataset.

2. Dataset description and objective

2.1 Description of datasets

In this paper, three datasets of a CNC machine insert are studied, which include images and labelled defects of three

batches with different colours. In these datasets, images are paired with labelled defects, i.e., masks. The image and the

mask size is 512 × 512. Figures 1–3 show some examples in the three datasets. The data amount for training and validation

is listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Data amount for training and validation for each dataset.

Datasets 1 2 3

Number of training data 3911 1046 1715

Number of validation data 945 235 426

2.2 Objective and task

As previously stated, the objective of the paper is to study transfer learning from one dataset to another dataset, that

can be accomplished by transferring the feature of pre-trained model while fewer data for training is required.

The task is to detect the defects in images through image segmentation for defects as shown in masks in Figures 1–3.

Segmentation is well known for a very long time in the domain of computer vision and image processing. A number of deep

learning techniques on the basis of convolutional neural networks have been applied to the task of image segmentation.

One of these network architectures for deep learning is DeepLabv3 [10]. In this paper, we shall focus on how to use a

pre-trained DeepLabv3 network trained on one dataset for another dataset through transfer learning approach. Transfer

learning results from efforts that have been made to be able to train models from limited data, since annotation is tedious

and time-consuming for large amounts of data in most practical applications.
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Figure 1. Examples in dataset 1(1st row: images; 2nd row: masks, i.e., ground truth).

Figure 2. Examples in dataset 1(1st row: images; 2nd row: masks, i.e., ground truth).

Figure 3. Examples in dataset 1(1st row: images; 2nd row: masks, i.e., ground truth).
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3. Method

3.1 Modified loss function for DeepLabv3 to speed up training

In this paper, the publicly available framework DeepLab [9, 10] is selected for the segmentation task, as it is

advantageous in speed, accuracy and simplicity [11, 12], and composed of a cascade of two well-established modules:

deep neural network module such as VGG and ResNets [13], and fully connected CRF module. The cascaded-module

structure eases the implementation of transfer learning strategies.

Specifically, DeepLab [9] model is composed of a backbone network and a classifier network, as shown in Figure

4, where the backbone generates feature that is passed onto the classifier. For the application in this paper, we employ

DeepLabv3 [10], which significantly outperforms previous DeepLab versions and is comparable with other state-of-art

models for semantic image segmentation. We use Resnet50 [13] as the backbone for the DeepLabv3 model in this paper.

Figure 4. Structure of DeepLabv3.

In the DeepLabv3 original model, the loss function is the sum of cross-entropy terms for each spatial position in the

CNN output map. To improve the shape similarity of the target and the predicted masks, the generalised Dice loss [14, 15]

is added onto the original cross-entropy loss.

The Dice loss is based on Dice similarity coefficient which is widely used metric in computer vision community to

calculate the similarity between two images. It is given by

DiceLoss(y, ŷ) = 1− 2yŷ+1
y+ ŷ+1

(1)

where ŷ is the predicted value of y by the prediction model.

3.2 Transfer learning approach

Atransfer learning approach is proposed to help ease the training of the convolutional neural network (CNN) algorithm.

The diagram of the transfer learning approach adopted in this paper is shown in Figure 5. Datasets A and B refer to

any two datasets in Table 1.

Figure 5. Diagram of adopted transfer learning approach.
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In the approach, the backbone of the pre-trained (or baseline) model on one dataset is re-used for training on another

dataset using less amount of data. In doing so, before training on a new dataset, say dataset B, all backbone network

weights are fixed with values gained from a dataset, say dataset A. Only the classifier is retrained on dataset B. The idea

is that the backbone network for image features calculation on one dataset is applicable to a similar dataset, under the

assumption that in the segmentation solution spaces, image features are similar for both datasets. In view of this, datasets

similarity is to be evaluated before carrying out the transfer learning, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Diagram of transfer learning with datasets similarity evaluation.

The similarity evaluation of two datasets is based on a statistical analysis on Cosine similarity of two vectors u and v,
which is defined as the dot product after l2 normalization, and given by

sim(u,v) =
uT v

‖u‖‖v‖
(2)

The statistical analysis uses Boxplot method [16]. The features A and B as seen in Figure 6 are converted to two

vectors to be used in Equation (2).

All methods proposed in this paper are implemented by using Python and Pytorch [17], open-source platform with

libraries that facilitate statistical analysis and the creation of various advanced neural networks.

4. Experiment details and results

4.1 Baseline model training

Training on the three datasets was separately conducted on a GPU with RTX 3080 TI. The batch size was four. The

initial learning rate was 0.1, and PolyLR was used as the learning rate schedular policy. The used optimizer was stochastic

gradient descent (SGD) optimizer. Images were normalised to have pixel values within [−1, 1] and masks were in [0, 1].
The images and masks were randomly rotated and flipped horizontally at training time.

The segmentation performance is measured in terms of pixel intersection of union (IOU). The IoU is the ratio of the

intersected area to the combined area of prediction and ground truth. Mean IOU refers to the IOU averaged over two

classes (background and defect).

Total training epoch was 80. Validation was conducted at certain iterations during training. During training and

validation, mean IOU calculated on the validation dataset, and the model corresponding to the highest mean IOU over the

training epochs was saved as the best model and used for performance visualization and analysis. The saved best model

was then noted as the baseline model to be used as the pre-trained model in transfer learning.

Figure 7 shows the plots of mean IOU on validation datasets. As mentioned previously, the trained model leading to

the highest mean IOU on the validation dataset over the training epochs was used as the pre-trained model for the transfer

learning. In Figure 7, it is noticed that for all three datasets, the highest mean IOU over training epochs was higher when

the new loss function, i.e., cross-entropy plus dice loss, was used. The achieved mean IOU and defect IOU values are

listed in Table 2 for the three datasets.
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Figure 7. Mean IOU on validation datasets obtained by using different loss functions.

Table 2. Segmentation performance comparison between using two loss functions.

Dataset No. 1 2 3

IOU Mean IOU Defect IOU Mean IOU Defect IOU Mean IOU Defect IOU
Cross-entropy loss 0.75 0.51 0.74 0.5 0.67 0.35

Cross-entropy plus Dice loss 0.79 0.58 0.77 0.56 0.71 0.42

4.2 Datasets’ similarity evaluation

The evaluation of similarity of two datasets is based on the trained baseline model on individual dataset, while only

the backbone part is used, as seen in Figure 6. The baseline model backbone contains the information from both images

and masks for image segmentation tasks, and thus it is reasonable and suitable to similarity analysis of two datasets for

transfer learning. The model backbone output is calculated with the images as input and represents the image features. The

calculated image features corresponding to randomly selected images (same amount) from each full dataset are then used

to obtain similarity metric by Equation (2) and the similarity can be quantitatively assessed. Note that several iterations
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are needed in order to cover more image subset combinations. The obtained similarity values are randomly distributed

and should be analysed statistically. The statistical analysis method BoxPlot is thereby used. Cosine Similarity defined in

Equation (2) is adopted as the metric of the similarity level. The boxplots are shown in Figure 8, which reads that the

similarity between datasets 1 and 2 is much higher than the other two.

Figure 8. Similarity level Boxplots between datasets.

4.3 Transfer learning

Since datasets 1 and 2 are more similar, as analysed in Section 4.2, the transfer learning conducted between datasets 1

and 2 should be more preferred than in the other two. Therefore, to carry on the transfer learning, the baseline model from

dataset 2 was used as the pre-trained model, which was to be transferred to dataset 1 and dataset 3 for comparison.

In the training scheme of the transfer learning, the same training process as in Section 4.1 was repeated but the initial

learning rate was set to be 0.01, the feature extractor (or backbone) of the pre-trained model was fixed and the classifier

was re-trained on the new dataset.

In the transfer learning, the randomly selected dataset with different percentages such as 5, 10, 30, 50, 70, and 100 of

full training dataset was taken for training, and mean IOU was obtained on the same validation dataset. The mean IOU

values are plotted in Figure 9, for the two transfer learnings of dataset 2 to 1 and to 3. The mean IOU value decreases as

less training data is used. It is understood that the performance is well kept even using 50% of the full training dataset. The

performance of mean IOU obtained by the transfer learnings of dataset 2 to 1 is always better than that of dataset 2 to 3,

which agrees well with the similarity evaluation results in Section 4.2. To better understand the results, some examples are

given in Figure 10, with comparison of the predicted defects by using three models with the ground truth. Even using 50%

of the whole dataset for the training is still able to give comparable results with the baseline model and the model by using

70% data for the training through transfer learning.
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Figure 9. Mean IOU versus percentage of full training dataset used for training for two transfer learnings.

Figure 10. Examples of predicted defects compared with ground truth. Predicted 0: Baseline model; Predicted 1: Transfer learning with 70% training
data used for training; Predicted 2: Transfer learning with 50% training data used for training.

5. Conclusions

Using a pre-trained segmentation network, transfer learning has been performed for segmentation of CNC machine

inserts to detect defects. The publicly available DeepLabv3 framework has been adopted for the segmentation task. The

existing loss function of the DeepLabv3 has been added by the Dice loss in order to expedite the training. The used transfer

learning strategy includes the pre-trained model backbone fixed and the classifier fine-tuned on the target dataset. The

segmentation performance by using the transfer learning has been investigated on how it relates to the target dataset size
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used for training. It has been shown that using 50% and 70% of the full dataset for the training through the transfer learning

are still able to give comparable results with the baseline model. Furthermore, the similarity measure between datasets is

proposed to determine which source dataset is the most appropriate to implement the transfer learning on a target dataset.

As a future work, it is interesting to study different strategies of transfer learning such as freezing internal certain layers of

the backbone. Moreover, in certain industrial scenarios when more than three channels of the images are available, the

developed method can be directly applied as the parameters of the deep neural network are easily adapted. In addition, the

proposed transfer learning approach can be extended to other various industrial applications that need defect detection

through image segmentation.
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